SUPPLIES AND TOOLS

- Funkins™ pumpkin
- Ranger Perfect Pearls paints: Metallic & Jewels
- Perfect Pearls paintbrushes
- Inkadinkado® stamp sets: Pumpkins Galore, Leaves Galore, Harvest Expressions
- 4½"x2¼" Paper Reflections Creative Tag
- Darice® Craft Designer 16-gauge wire, black
- Perler Beads: glow-in-the-dark
- Memento® Dew Drop 4-pc ink set: tuxedo black
- VersaMark Watermark/Resist Ink pad
- Jet Black StazOn Solvent Ink pad
- Tsukineko® Essential Glue Pad
- Scrapbook adhesives, 3-D foam squares
- EK Success Paper Shapers punches: 5/8", 7/8" & 1½” circle, 1/8” hole
- Orange glitter
- Glitter glue
- Cardstock: white & orange
- Wire cutters
- Scissors
- Pencil
- Sandpaper
- Paper towels
- Hot glue gun & glue sticks
- Spray mister

DIRECTIONS

1. Clean the foam pumpkin with a damp cloth, wipe dry.
2. Paint pumpkin with white paint. Allow to dry.
3. Sand pumpkin lightly and clean again using a damp towel.
4. Use largest paintbrush brush the Perfect Copper and Perfect Bronze on the Funkins™ pumpkin. Mist lightly with water to work Perfect Pearls into the pumpkin and create a smooth, glossy coat. Several layers will be needed. Allow to dry between coats.
5. Stamp leaves from Leaves Galore on white cardstock. Brush Perfect Copper and Forever Green Perfect Pearls over stamped image. Cut leaves out. Punch a hole at the stem of each leaf with 1/8” hole punch. Stamp Paper Reflections Creative Tag using the same technique & sentiment from Harvest Expressions.
6. When Funkins™ pumpkin is dry, brush Forever Green Perfect Pearls over the stem. Allow to dry.

7. Using Jet Black StazOn Solvent Ink pad & Pumpkins Galore, stamp the pumpkins on the orange cardstock, punch at least 8 of each image. Punch stamped image out using the 3 circle punches.

8. To create glittered circles, stamp Tsukineko Essential glue pad on the orange cardstock 5 times & cover with orange glitter. For best results, use back of the stamp to press glitter into glue. Tap excess glitter off & return to container. Punch a variety of circles.

9. Apply dot of glue to each punched circle & adhere to Funkins™ pumpkin in a random pattern. Refer to photo. Mix glittered & black circles.

10. Cut three 18" to 20" lengths of wire. Wind 1 end of wire around pencil several times to create a curly end. Add stamped decoration & cover 3" to 5" of wire with glow-in- the-dark Perler Beads. Wrap each wire around stem individually. Create another curly end by wrapping end of wire around pencil. Create 2 wires with leaves & 1 wire with tag.

   Optional: Secure wires to Funkins™ pumpkin with a hot glue gun.